ABSTRACT Advocates of mandatory IFRS adoption claim that IFRS increases fi nancial statement comparability and enhances the quality of fi nancial disclosure, which in turn leads to more liquid markets. Using fi rst-time disclosure (IFRS restatements), this study tests empirically this assertion by examining whether IFRS adoption by representative European countries results in more liquid markets. We propose that IFRS introduction can directly affect market liquidity by improving comparability. Our fi ndings suggest that, at the industry level, larger restatements in net income increase uncertainty among investors, and by extension stock illiquidity. For industries with fewer restating peers, lack of information comparability additionally suppresses investment activities with larger liquidity costs. KEYWORDS Comparability; Financial information; IFRS fi rst adoption; Quality, Market liquidity. RESUMEN Los partidarios de la obligatoriedad de las NIIF argumentan que su implantación aumenta la comparabilidad de la información de los estados fi nancieros y realza la calidad de la información contable, lo que conduce a mercados más líquidos. Este estudio comprueba dicha afi rmación, utilizando las reexpresiones de la información que proceden de la primera aplicación de las NIIF, al objeto de examinar si dio lugar a mercados más líquidos en los países europeos más representativos. Proponemos que la introducción de las NIIF puede afectar directamente a la liquidez de los mercados al mejorar la comparabilidad. Nuestras conclusiones sugieren que, dentro de los sectores de actividad, las reexpresiones de mayor importe en el resultado neto introducen mayor incertidumbre, contribuyendo así a que los mercados sean más ilíquidos. Adicionalmente, en los sectores con menos empresas que reexpresan, la falta de comparabilidad en la información suprime las actividades de inversión con mayores costes de liquidez.
INTRODUCTION
Since 2005, more than 7,000 listed fi rms from the European Union have been required to comply with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Advocates of mandatory IFRS adoption claim that IFRS increases fi nancial statement comparability and enhances the quality of fi nancial disclosure, which in turn leads to more liquid markets. The notion is that improved information disclosure reduces transaction costs, since investors come not to expect informed trading and thereby the costs associated with information asymmetry are lowered. The purpose of this study is to test this assertion by examining whether IFRS results in more liquid markets. Using fi rst-time disclosure (i.e., IFRS restatements), we compare the effect of IFRS adoption on market liquidity in representative European capital markets and draw conclusions on the marginal effect of accounting disclosure on capital market development. More specifi cally, we consider how market liquidity responds to new information contained in local-IFRS accounting reconciliations. We hypothesize that reported differences of net income and equity affect market liquidity. The quality of information is high if users are able to identify similarities in and differences between two sets of economic phenomena (FASB, 2008; IASB, 2008) . A uniform standard -such as IFRS-is proposed to eliminate informational externalities arising from lack of comparability and therefore to improve information quality. We argue that the introduction of IFRS positively infl uences investment activities and stock liquidity by reducing the costs that different and incomparable accounting techniques -especially ambiguously disclosed-impose on users of fi nancial information (Ball, 2006) . We test empirically the assertion that fi rst-time disclosure in the form of accounting restatements directly affects market liquidity by providing new information to investors about the relative performance of adopting fi rms, thus improving comparability of accounting information. We measure the magnitude of accounting restatements relative to industry peers and relate it to capital market adjustments.
Results suggest that accounting differences have a direct effect on market liquidity costs. Our fi ndings confi rm that large deviations from the industry average in accounting restatements of net income suppress stock liquidity, most likely due to the greater uncertainty about the IFRS implementation. This result is robust to the use of different proxies of market liquidity. In contrast to net income, reconciliations in shareholder's equity do not seem to relate unambiguously to market liquidity. Depending on the liquidity measure, we estimate a marginal effect of different signs and magnitude. Therefore, we cannot draw conclusions on the restatement effect of shareholder's equity on capital markets.
We report also fi ndings on information comparability using the number of restating industry peers at different levels of aggregation, namely at the country level and at the sample level. We propose that investor uncertainty, and by extension, market liquidity is determined by the number of restating peers. Findings confi rm the proposition that high levels of information uncertainty adversely affect market liquidity, and that this uncertainty is partially related to the number of restating peers. We fi nd that liquidity costs are larger for fi rms with fewer comparable peers, and that the peer effect is signifi cant in both statistical and economical terms.
At the country level, we complement previous fi ndings by directly relating market liquidity and accounting restatements. After controlling for stock characteristics and respective restatements in net income and shareholder's equity, we observe that French and German fi rms are signifi cantly more liquid after IFRS introduction. In contrast, results suggest that the market response to fi rst-time IFRS disclosure by UK fi rms is negative. Our fi ndings are consistent with other studies which confi rm that: 1. IFRS reporting contains price sensitive information and market market reaction after the early release of restated accounts from UK accounting to IFRS is signifi cant (Christensen et al., 2009) , and 2. Countries with the largest ex ante distances to IFRS show the least signifi cant adjustments (Osma and Pope, 2011) . We recognize that our estimates are reliable only for market adjustments motivated by fi rst-time disclosure under IFRS (i.e., accounting reconciliations), and encourage empirical research on the long-term effect of IFRS implementation.
Our study has the following contribution to the capital market research in accounting. First, we contribute to the extensive literature on IFRS effect by proposing and implementing an empirical test which directly relates market liquidity costs to the adoption of IFRS. Second, we build on prior literature that examines the importance of accounting comparability on capital markets. We propose and fi nd empirical support that large deviations from industry peers affect market liquidity costs.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we develop the hypotheses building on two bodies of research -(1) market reaction to accounting reconciliations; and (2) determinants of market liquidity. Subsequently, we present our research design and discuss the sample selection in Section 3. In section 4, we present our empirical fi ndings and elaborate on their implications. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude and other directions for future research.
PRIOR LITERATURE AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
Two streams of literature are particularly relevant to our study. The fi rst stream examines changes in accounting standards (GAAP) and predicts the market reaction to fi rst-time IFRS disclosure, including accounting reconciliations from local GAAP to IFRS. The second stream focuses on the determinants of market liquidity and proposes that information asymmetry problems are a prime determinant of capital allocation decisions.
MARKET REACTION TO ACCOUNTING RECONCILIATIONS
Extensive research in recent decades has discussed market reactions to information gains from fi nancial reporting under alternative accounting standards. Before 2008, non-U.S. fi rms were required to fi le their fi nancial results prepared under home-country standards with accompanying reconciliations to U.S. GAAP (20-F). This requirement was based on investor concerns that in contrast to the U.S., non-U.S. fi rms often operate in stakeholder-driven corporate environments, where management incentives to report low-quality earnings are stronger. Therefore, more extensive disclosure, along with the associated cost of complying with SEC rules, protects investors and prevents the listing of fi rms that are not able to satisfy stricter U.S. reporting requirements (Biddle and Saudagaran, 1989) . Recent attempts to estimate the market value of accounting information are carried out in studies on mandatory changes in GAAP. Both management and market perspectives are examined. Shroff (2010) proposes that, due to their limited ARTÍCULOS DOCTRINALES attention, managers may fail to recognize some of the defi ciencies of using GAAP for internal decisions. Changes in GAAP that require managers to collect and process additional information in order to implement the new standards can inform managers about the future cash fl ow consequences of their decisions. Similarly, with their limited attention and, perhaps, understanding of accounting standards, investors might be reluctant to make cross-border investments given the high costs of acquiring and processing information about foreign fi rms. DeFond, Hu, Hung and Li (2011) fi nd that mandatory IFRS adoption results in a greater increase in foreign investment in countries with strong implementation credibility that experience relatively large increases in uniformity. Using a sample of twenty one¡countries, Barth, Landsman, and Lang (2008) fi nd that the fi nancial reporting quality of fi rms applying IFRS is generally higher than that of fi rms applying non-U.S. domestic standards.
The mandatory introduction of IFRS in the EU has motivated numerous studies on market reaction to reporting practices, including information quality, in different institutional environments. Several studies collect information on accounting differences in their effort to directly estimate the economic effects of this mandatory change in GAAP. For a set of large UK fi rms mandated to adopt IFRS in 2005, Horton and Serafeim (2010) examines the market reaction to the release of the IFRS reconciliation and the value relevance of the reconciled amounts. Their fi ndings support the notion that there is a signifi cant, positive relationship between the stock return and the magnitude of the difference in net income based on IFRS and UK GAAP. Aharony, Barniv, and Falk (2010) compares the value relevance of three accounting amounts -goodwill, asset reevaluations, and research and development expenses-for fi rms in fourteen European countries in the year prior to and the year of IFRS adoption. Their fi ndings support the value relevance for fi rms in countries whose domestic accounting standards were more comparable to IFRS, and the increase in value relevance of the three accounting amounts attributable to IFRS adoption that is greater for fi rms in countries whose domestic accounting standards were less comparable to IFRS. Osma and Pope (2011) use accounting differences to construct their measure of strategic balance sheet management based on opening balance sheet line items reported under both IFRS and local GAAP for the transition year. Their analysis confi rms prior results that IFRS transition leads to signifi cant changes in summary accounting measures. Their study also concludes that some of the countries with the largest ex ante distances to IFRS show the least signifi cant adjustments. Barth, et al. (2011) also report on the value relevance of differences in net income based on IFRS and domestic standards using cross-sectional stock prices and annual stock return regressions. In contrast to Aharony, et al. (2010) , their analysis is based on disclosed reconciliation amounts for each sample fi rm at a single point in time, and therefore, more precisely estimates the effect of the application of IFRS on the incremental value relevance of the net income differences.
CAPITAL MARKET COSTS AROUND THE ADOPTION OF IFRS
There are at least two reasons why mandatory IFRS adoption would be expected to reduce liquidity costs: 1. Greater fi nancial disclosure and transparency, and 2. Enhanced information comparability. First, the switch from domestic standards to IFRS represents a substantial increase in a fi rm's commitment to timely and high-quality accounting disclosure. Greater information asymmetry among market participants translates into higher transaction costs and lower liquidity for trading shares, thus raising the required rate of returns and lowering current stock prices (Diamond and Verrecchia, 1991) . Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the improved information disclosure under IFRS reduces information asymmetry, thereby lowering transaction costs. A number of empirical studies examine the economic consequences of this increased disclosure before 2005, i.e., after a voluntary switch to high-quality accounting standards (e.g., IFRS or US GAAP). Empirical fi ndings are consistent with the expectation that IFRS introduction lowers market liquidity costs: Public fi rms switching to IAS or US GAAP experience lower bid-ask spreads and higher stock turnover ratios (Leuz and Verrecchia, 2000) , and it is more than likely that the increased disclosure of early IFRS adopters (Daske and Gebhardt, 2006 ) plays a role. Second, prior research argues not only that disclosure, but also a single set of uniform accounting standards, is likely to improve comparability of fi nancial reporting records across countries. Convergence benefi ts, such as lowering the costs of comparing a fi rm's fi nancial position and performance across countries, are expected. In the presence of such benefi ts, European capital markets would become more globally competitive, consequently increasing liquidity for European fi rms (e.g., Armstrong, Barth, Jagolinzer, and Riedl, 2010) . Empirical research suggests that the voluntary adoption of IFRS is followed by a positive price response in the stock exchange (e.g., Armstrong et al., Barth et al., Daske, Hail, Leuz, and Verdi, 2008) , and this price response could be due, at least in part, to the process of convergence and greater information comparability across countries.
Empirical studies on the capital-market effect of the mandatory adoption of IFRS are not conclusive. Daske, et al. (2008) examine the economic consequences of mandatory IFRS adoption in twenty-six countries and fi nd that market liquidity improves around the time of mandatory IFRS adoption, with capital market benefi ts concentrated in countries with strong legal enforcement and managerial incentives for transparent disclosure. Garcia, Torres and Veira (2008) focus on accounting conservatism around the introduction of IFRS and confi rm that conservatism is more pronounced for common-law-based developed economies. Capkun, Cazavan, Jeanjean and Lawrence (2008) examine restated fi nancial statements of EU fi rms and discuss the value relevance of reported earnings under IFRS, in the presence of earnings management during the transition period. Christensen, Lee and Walker (2009) document signifi cant, non-uniform IFRS application across European countries, with a positive effect on capital markets in investor-friendly environments, such as in the UK. Byard, Li and Yu (2011) fi nd that mandatory adoption of IFRS in EU countries resulted, in an improvement in analysts' forecast accuracy, and that this effect is more pronounced for fi rms in countries with better law enforcement. Beuselinck, Joos and Khurana (2008) examine price synchronicity and documents increased synchronicity in the post-IFRS adoption period when analyst activity is higher. Additionally, they fi nd that synchronicity returns to pre-IFRS adoption levels during the post-IFRS adoption period for fi rms with higher institutional ownership, which is consistent with a continuing private information advantage enjoyed by institutional investors under the IFRS regime.
HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
The use of accounting methods that differ in content and quality might impose a signifi cant cost on those who rely on accounting information. Often referred to as information asymmetry costs, these costs arise from a lack of comparability and an uncertainty around the quality of fi nancial disclosure. Economic theory proposes that ARTÍCULOS DOCTRINALES (IASB constitution, revised March 2010) . Their argument is that the EU endorsement of IFRS will foster capital market developments. The IASB has been tireless in promoting IFRS at a political level, and its efforts have paid off handsomely in terms ranging from endorsement to mandatory adoption (Ball, 2006) . Whether political action translates into actual implementation is another matter and extensive research attempts to quantify the economic effect of mandated IFRS.
Comparability should improve fi nancial reporting quality by allowing fi nancial statement users to identify similarities in, and differences between, two or more sets of economic phenomena (FASB, 2008; IASB, 2008) . DeFond, et al. (2011) directly relate comparability with foreign investment and fi nd that investors and other stakeholders are indeed able to compare «like with like» (GAAP Convergence, 2002) . In this line of research, we argue that mandatory IFRS adoption permits investors to revise their evaluation of the relative position of different stocks in the market portfolio. If the deviation from industry peers is high, we propose that uncertainty around the truthful disclosure of fi nancial performance and fi rst applications of international standards increase. We suggest that this uncertainly is refl ected in market liquidity measure (1) , and hypothesize that a large deviation from industry peers generates uncertainty around the use of judgment in the application of IFRS. Our expectation is that there is a negative relationship between absolute deviations in restatement differences and market liquidity. Furthermore, we propose that the number of comparable peers with reported accounting differences for the same fi scal period in their respective industry is inversely related to market liquidity measures. DeFond, et al. argue that benefi ts from mandatory IFRS are indispensably related to the number of reporting peers (2) . We build on the same argument and observe the effect of information comparability on different market liquidity measures.
SAMPLE SELECTION AND RESEARCH DESIGN

SAMPLE SELECTION
Previous studies examine the capital-market response to the mandatory IFRS adoption either with a global sample of fi rst-time adopters (Daske et al., 2008) or with a focus on a particular country (e.g., Horton and Serafeim, 2010; Christensen et al., 2009 ). This study attempts to estimate the effect of the mandatory adoption of IFRS on market liquidity costs with the expectation that this effect is heterogeneous across adopting countries.
(1) In fi nance theory, deviation from a group benchmark is used as a measure of risk/uncertainty. In accounting research, deviation/variance in analyst forecast is employed as a proxy of uncertainty among analysts.
(2) DeFond et al. (2011) provide an example to illustrate the intuition behind the improved comparability at the industry level. Prior to mandatory IFRS adoption there were two fi rms in the Finnish petroleum industry that use Finnish GAAP. Thus, the uniform use of Finnish GAAP results in only two peers in the petroleum industry using Finnish accounting standards. After mandatory IFRS adoption, the uniform use of IFRS resulted in those fi rms joining 80 peers in the petroleum industry that use comparable accounting standards. DeFond et al. construct a measure of comparability which we also capture in our study with the number of peers with reported accounting differences.
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It is because of this assumed heterogeneity that the study takes on a cross-country focus. The four selected countries are commonly assumed to represent the four different legal origin groups: France (Continental-French group), Germany (Continental-German group), Sweden (Continental-Swedish group) and the United Kingdom (Common LawBritish group). The most common approach in empirical accounting research is to group countries into only two legal origin groups: Code-law (Continental) and Common-law group.
We impose the following criteria to yield our fi nal sample: non-fi nancial fi rms with accounting reconciliations and market data available in Thomson Datastream as of April 2011, with more than three comparable peers and valid industry classifi cation. The fi nal sample is comprised of 966 non-fi nancial fi rms from the four countries: France (381), Germany (238), Sweden (54) and the United Kingdom (293). Early voluntary adopters are excluded, because they have provided accounting restatements before the mandatory introduction in 2005. The accounting standards followed are as reported by Thomson Datastream. Accounts are restated not only when a fi rm changes its accounting policy or the accounting standards followed, but also after merger and acquisition and as a correction of accounting irregularities, for instance. Only accounting restatements that follow the adoption of IFRS are included. If a restating fi rm in 2005 reports under domestic GAAP, according to the database, it is excluded from the sample (due to the ambiguous disclosure). Additionally, if an early adopter restates its accounting information for 2004, it is also excluded from the study (due to the lack of information about the nature of those restatements). Appendix A presents the step-wise procedure which we followed to construct our sample.
RESEARCH DESIGN
We hypothesize that IFRS adoption permits investors to compare industry peers, thus reducing uncertainty around relative market valuations. Since we expect to fi nd information gains from peer comparisons, we use industry-adjusted variables. Our dependent variable is an industry-adjusted liquidity measure, where the adjusted variable is computed by subtracting the fi rm-specifi c liquidity measure from the corresponding industry average. Following previous literature, we employ a set of liquidity measures: bid-ask spread, illiquidity and zero returns. Empirically, we estimate the following model:
where Liquidity is one of the three (industry-adjusted) liquidity measures (bid-ask spread, illiquidity and zero returns), NoPeers -the number of restating fi rms in a particular industry, |ΔNI t | the absolute restatement in net income (ΔNI t IFRS -ΔNI t GAAP ) defl ated by total assets, |ΔNI t | -the absolute restatement in shareholder equity (ΔEQ t IFRS -ΔEQ t GAAP ) defl ated by total assets, Control -a set of known determinants of market liquidity as control variables (market value, share turnover and return volatility). Binary variables for the resident country are included to capture cross-country variance in market liquidity.
If there are information gains from peer comparison, we expect to fi nd a positive association between market liquidity and the number of restating peers (β 1 ≺ 0). ARTÍCULOS DOCTRINALES Moreover, if the accounting restatements provide new information about the relative position within a particular industry, we propose that the absolute deviation of restated variables from the industry average increases market uncertainty, thus suppressing stock liquidity (β 2 ≺ 0 and β 3 ≺ 0). Following Barth, et al. (2011) , we focus on restated net income and equity book value. In our robustness checks, we (1) compute the industry peers both at the country and sample level, (2) defl ate accounting variables by total assets under both IFRS and GAAP, (3) use unsigned instead of absolute differences, and (4) incorporate restatements in other variables (total assets, intangibles, fi xed assets). Those checks produce similar to the tabulated results.
The empirical analysis explores three measures of market liquidity costs: the proportion of zero return days, the Amihud (2002) illiquidity (or price impact) metric, and the bidask spread. Following Daske, et al. (2008) the measurement of these dependent variables is as follows: «zero return days» is the proportion of zero daily returns out of all trading days in a given year. The zero returns metric commonly serves as a proxy for illiquidity. Its advantage is that it relies exclusively on price data, which is frequently available for EU fi rms. «Illiquidity» is a measure suggested by Amihud (2002) . This variable captures the price impact of trade, i.e., the ability of an investor to trade in stock without affecting the price. It is the median daily price impact over the year computed as the weakly absolute price change in percent divided by trading volume. Higher values indicate more illiquid stocks. «Bid-ask spread» is a proxy for information asymmetry that is commonly used in the accounting literature. The variable is computed as the difference between the closing bid and ask prices for each day divided by the mid-point. Financial information is obtained in Thomson Datastream as of April 2011. In accordance with Barth, et al. (2011) , the measurement period for all three variables starts in month four and runs for one year relative to the fi scal-year end. Sensitivity tests vary the start month of the measurement period and its length, but the empirical results are quantitatively similar and are not statistically signifi cant. In several specifi cations, we compare pre-with postadoption period. We split the sample relative to the adoption year: pre-adoption refers to the year proceeding the fi rst-time disclosure, while post-adoption -to the year after the mandatory introduction of IFRS. All variables are winsorized at the 5% level to reduce the impact of extreme observations on empirical fi ndings.
Prior empirical studies on the capital-market response to the adoption of international standards face a number of empirical challenges. First, IFRS reporting is mandated for all publicly traded fi rms in a particular country and, thus, it is hard to fi nd an appropriate benchmark against which to evaluate and attribute the market response to the IFRS introduction. Second, the fi rst-time application of IFRS may create a shortlived adoption effect; for instance, with the break in the historical fi nancial information, some fi nancial analysts may fi nd it diffi cult to perform their future profi tability analysis, whereas sophisticated and well-informed investors may be in a better position to understand and unravel the one-time effect of IFRS adoption. Moreover, IFRS 1 provides fi rms with certain recognition and disclosure exemptions when they apply IFRS for the fi rst time, which may create short-term differences across fi rms. Therefore, there could be a time period over which information asymmetries among investors increase, even though IFRS reporting itself is more informative (Daske et al., 2008) . Third, the mandatory adoption of IFRS is a step in the process of international harmonization. This mandatory adoption follows the voluntary application of IAS/IFRS in some countries (e.g., in Germany) where management was allowed to use the international standards before the mandatory switch in 2005. The application of international standards by voluntary adopters creates the possibility that investors more than likely only partially anticipate the effect of IFRS reporting requirements on the fi nancial accounts that were previously reported on under the domestic accounting regime. How IFRS reporting affects market liquidity costs could be diffi cult to identify, in particular in estimation settings where the actual impact of the international standards is not observable. In cases where a benchmark group does not exist, we may attribute the change in market liquidity to the IFRS accounts, while observed changes could be the result of other regulatory changes or management choices that happen simultaneously with the adoption of international standards. Daske et al. (2008) conduct a thorough study of the capital-market effect of IFRS introduction, with a benchmark sample of nonadopting countries and a global worldwide sample. The authors recognize the diffi culty of benchmarking the consequences of a regulatory change that simultaneously affects all fi rms in an economy; and report that the magnitude and statistical signifi cance of the documented effects vary substantially depending on the benchmark sample, the length of their sample period, and whether the sample includes fi rms from IFRS-adopting countries that have not yet switched to IFRS as a benchmark.
Most studies on IFRS adoption elaborate their estimation models under the assumption that the actual effect of this accounting change is diffi cult to quantify. As a result, the selection of comparable peers (i.e., similar but non-adopting fi rms) and the choice of estimation period (i.e., the event format) largely determine empirical results. We attempt to measure the IFRS effect from a different perspective. Our underlying assumption is that if we can observe the actual effect of mandatory IFRS implementation in the form of accounting restatements, we can directly relate market liquidity to IFRS adoption. Because our tests for market liquidity effects are based on disclosed reconciliations for each sample fi rm at a single point in time, our inferences are less infl uenced by the research design limitations mentioned above, thereby permitting us to more directly assess the effect of IFRS application on market liquidity measures. Similarly to Barth, et al. (2011) and Osma and Pope (2011), we observe accounting restatements for 2004 and obtain our estimates using the cross-sectional regression method. Since we have unique observations for each fi rm in the sample, we cannot include fi xed effects.
Our focus is on the fi rst-time, annual disclosure based on IFRS. Although fi rms are required to disclose the adjustment in their fi rst fi nancial statements prepared in accordance with IFRS, including interim fi nancial statements, some fi rms disclose the adjustment in press releases before such fi nancial statements are issued. We measure both market liquidity and market value variables four months after fi scal year-end, corresponding to the fi nal year domestic standards were applied, which for our sample fi rms is 2004. An implicit assumption is that investors are familiar with the adjustment four months after the beginning of the IFRS adoption year. there is a positive association between market liquidity and IFRS adoption in 2005 for three countries: France, Germany and Sweden. The bid-ask spread decreases with 1.2% for French fi rms and with 0.9% for German and Swedish fi rms. This difference is both economically and statistically signifi cant (with the exception of Sweden). In order to provide robust fi ndings, we compare three liquidity measures which are proposed to capture different aspects of stock liquidity (i.e., price information in the case of bidask spread, and information on trading volume in the the case of illiquidity). All three liquidity variables confi rm that stocks from those countries are signifi cantly more liquid after IFRS introduction. Descriptive statistics suggest a positive response on capital markets to the adoption of IFRS in three out of four countries. Our fi ndings, however, propose that users of fi nancial information do not necessarily perceive IFRS disclosure by UK fi rms similarly. There are three caveats to be noted in relation to the unambiguous IFRS effect in the UK. First, descriptive statistics suggest that market liquidity is affected by IFRS adoption. We carry out regression analysis, where other factors explaining changes in market liquidity are also incorporated, and only then provide robust fi ndings on the IFRS effect in the case of UK. Second, the sample of UK fi rms comprises non-fi nancial fi rms with available reconciliations and market data in Thomson Datastream (3) . For this sub-set of UK fi rms, our fi ndings suggest that market reaction to IFRS adoption might have not been positive. Since the three liquidity measures do not coincide, at this stage we abstain from bold conclusions about the liquidity changes around IFRS adoption for UK fi rms. Although UK fi rms have lower bid-ask spreads and less zero-return days after the introduction, illiquidity suggests that traded volume is not responding similarly to the introduction of IFRS. Third, the main contribution of this study is the establishment of a direct relation between actual accounting restatements and market data. Unfortunately, the use of fi rst-time disclosure, which permits us to establish this direct relationship, has the following limitation: we can draw conclusions about the market response to accounting reconciliations at the time of adoption, and do not observe possible market reversals, motivated by IFRS disclosure, in the subsequent years. It is more than likely that users of fi nancial information are confused with the fi rst-time disclosure but later become familiar and even fi nd it more relevant for investment decisions. Since fi rms are not require to reconcile their results on a regular basis (i.e., in contrast to cross-listed stocks in the US), we observe only the fi rst-time accounting restatements and cannot unambiguously relate the long-term liquidity costs with accounting information reported under IFRS.
RESULTS
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Panel B of table 1 tabulates the percentage change in both net income and shareholder's equity by country. The magnitude of accounting restatements is similar to other studies which draw observations from the same data source. Our fi ndings support the expectation that fi rms from Continental Europe follow accounting standards which deviate more from IFRS, and, therefore, their restatements are larger in comparison to UK fi rms. On average, out of the four countries, French fi rms have the largest restatements of net income (about 1%). French fi rms, however, have lower restatements in shareholder's equity, especially in comparison to German fi rms. Our results suggest that IFRS introduction requires accounting restatements of shareholder's equity as large as 3% of total assets, in the case of Germany. The leading position of German fi rms in this sort might be explained with the peculiarity of this sub-sample. Germany has the largest sample of voluntary adopters in Europe. Since some of the largest fi rms have already switched to IFRS before 2005, our sample is biased towards fi rms of a relatively smaller size relative to the population of German fi rms. Descriptive statistics on market capitalization (Panel B; market variables) confi rm this bias. Later in the regression analysis, we incorporate other variables in the estimation model, thus distinguishing the IFRS effect on market liquidity at country level from fi rm characteristics, including size.
(3) We have a sub-sample of about 300 non-fi nancial fi rms from the UK. Barth, et al. (2011) relate accounting reconciliations with stock price/market return data and report results for about 380 UK fi rms. Osma and Pope (2011) tabulate descriptive statistics for a larger sub-set of UK fi rm, both fi nancial and non-fi nancial. Similarly to our study, however, their regression analysis with market data employs a reduced panel of fi rms. Although the closing price to compute market returns is available for a large number of stocks in Thomson Datastream, lack of information on bid and ask prices or trading volume reduces our fi nal sample. ARTÍCULOS DOCTRINALES Along with other independent variables, panel B reports fi gures on the number of peers restating their accounting in accordance with international standards. We hypothesize that the number of peers with accounting restatements is positively associated to market liquidity. We assume that users of accounting information compare fi rms within standard industry groups (sic.), which contain comparable peers. To provide robust fi ndings on the comparability hypothesis, we group fi rst peers at the country level (tabulated) and later -at the sample level. On average, French and UK fi rms have a larger number of comparable peers at the country level, in comparison to German and Swedish fi rms. We explain this fi nding with the larger sub-sample of fi rms from those countries. Later in the analysis, we permit investors to compare fi rms across border and consider comparable peers at the sample level. Table 2 tabulates correlations across variables, along with the respective statistics for signifi cance. Liquidity measures are highly correlated, supporting the expectation that those constructs capture different aspects of stock liquidity. We propose that the absolute difference in accounting restatements of both net income and shareholder's equity increases market uncertainty about the fundamentals of adopting fi rms. Consistent with this proposition, we fi nd a signifi cant, positive correlation between absolute restatements and liquidity measures. (•) . Adjusted liquidity measures are computed by subtracting the firm-specific liquidity measures from the corresponding industry average.
Additionally, all three liquidity measures are negatively and signifi cantly correlated with prime determinants of market liquidity, namely market capitalization, return volatility and share turnover. Consistent with the expectation that relatively small fi rms with high return volatility are more risky investments, we fi nd that there is a signifi cant negative correlation between the magnitude of accounting restatements and size/volatility. It is interesting that share turnover is negatively and signifi cantly correlated with restatements in net income. If some trades are motivated by uncertainty around fi rm performance, we can explain this negative correlation. Although correlations between restated accounts and other independent variables are statistically signifi cant, it is not larger than 0.5 and, therefore, multicollinearity is not a concern in our regression analysis.
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Main results
In this section, we present the main empirical results on the IFRS effect of restating fi rms. In table 3, we partially replicate the baseline regression reported by Daske et al. (2008) . We fi rst estimate the market adjustment in liquidity measures for the full sample (Panel A). Then we partion the sample in three groups based on the absolute restatement differences in net income and common equity. In 2005, we rank fi rms based on their restatement differences and assign to the high (low) ΔNI / EQ group those fi rms in the top (bottom) three deciles of the absolute restatement distribution (Panel B). Since we extrapolate the group assignment to years before the adoption of IFRS, we can estimate the marginal effect of international standards on market liquidity in panel format. Later, we focus on the information role of restatement magnitude on market liquidity (see, tables 4 and 5). We tabulate ordinary least squares (OLS) coeffi cient estimates and, in parentheses, t-statistics based on 2-dimension (fi rm and year) clustered standard errors (see, Peterson, 2009; Gow, Ormazabal and Taylor, 2010) . Table 3 presents panel data analysis on the relation between market liquidity and IFRS disclosure. Panel A tabulates results with dummy for the pre-and post-adoption period; Panel B exhibits empirical findings on the IFRS effect for groups based on ex post restatement differences in net income and common equity. Other variables are as defined in (•) . Table 3 contains the panel data analysis. In panel A, we explain average market liquidity of all restating fi rms, independent of restatement differences, around the IFRS introduction. Empirical results suggest that, after controlling for market value, return volatility and share turnover, the adoption of international standards is likely associated with improved liquidity. Findings are somewhat sensitive to the choice of liquidity measure. The 2-dimension cluster of standard errors, along with our focus on restating fi rms, can explain the difference across studies.
In panel B (table 3) we investigate further the information effect of restatement differences by partioning the full sample into low/high groups. Our main claim is that large absolute differences in net income and shareholder's equity -two key variables of interests for investors -increase uncertainty about fi rm prospects, thus suppressing trading and stock liquidity. Therefore, the market response should be a function of restatement differences. We observe one restatement per fi rm and assign fi rms based on ex post restatements to groups. As we interact the group assignment with the IFRS event, we interpret the regression coeffi cient as marginal IFRS effect across groups. Column (1) to (3) present estimation results from two independent sorts.
Empirical fi ndings give partial support to our claim. We fi nd that market liquidity decreases after IFRS introduction for fi rms with low reconciliation differences in net income. The change in market liquidity costs is not signifi cant for fi rms with high restatements in net income (with the exception of zero returns). The results are more ambiguous for the sorting schemes based on restatements in shareholders' equity. At this stage, our analysis suggest that market reaction to accounting restatements, as refl ected in liquidity costs, might be signifi cantly different across restatement groups. The decrease in bid-ask spreads is larger in the group of low restatements in common equity. However, the empirical results are not consistent across liquidity measures.
Although the sorting schemes permit us to examine variation across groups based on ex-post disclosure in panel settings, they disregard signifi cant information which restatement magnitudes might contain. In Table 4 , we focus on the introductory year and explain market liquidity with restatement differences in net income and common equity. In this part of analysis, we establish a direct relation between the size of reconciliation differences and liquidity costs. Notes: Table 4 tabulate empirical findings obtained with our baseline regression (Equation (1)). Ac-counting and market variables are as defined in Table 1 .
Empirical results confi rm previous fi ndings that reconciliation differences are signifi cantly associated with liquidity costs. We contrast regression coeffi cients obtained with alternative liquidity measures to draw conclusions on the test sensitivity. Our fi ndings are that fi rms with larger restatements in net income face high market liquidity costs. In economic terms, a difference in restated net income of about 1.22% is estimated to increase the bid-ask spread with 1%. In contrast, reconciliations in shareholder's equity do not seem to relate unambiguously to market liquidity, as the estimates are sensitive to the choice of liquidity measures.
The regression model includes two sets of control variables: market variables and country fi xed effects. If market variables are highly correlated to restatement variables, our results might be driven by multicollinearity. The correlation matrix, however, rejects this possibility. The correlation between market variables and accounting restatements is low, which is a condition for accurate regression estimates. In line with established diagnostic tools, we inspect the regression coeffi cients for economic intuition; regression problems can be often detected if non-intuitive relations between variables are established. We estimate a negative relationship between market variables and stock liquidity, consistent with previous fi ndings in fi nance research. Firms of larger size, with less volatile returns and with high share turnover are expected to have lower bid-ask spread, lower illiquidity and few days with zero returns. Therefore, we propose that our models are well-specifi ed.
TABLE 4 (CONT.) DIRECT IFRS EFFECT ON MARKET LIQUIDITY
The country dummy variables capture the cross-country variation in stock liquidity. In contract to descriptive statistics, regression coeffi cients of those variables disentangle country effect on market liquidity from other factors which might be correlated with a fi rm's country of origin. Our results support previously reported fi ndings: French and German fi rms are signifi cantly more liquid after the introduction of IFRS, and this improvement is not explained by stock characteristics and industry variance. Although the country effect for the UK is signifi cant across model specifi cations at the 5% level, its sign is not stable. Two out of three specifi cations estimate the country effect for UK as negative. At this stage, we can suggest that it is more than likely IFRS adoption by UK fi rms was not that positively accepted by users of fi nancial information as it was in the case of France and Germany. We discuss the robustness of this fi nding later in the study, where other determinants are also included. Findings for Swedish fi rms are even more ambiguous. The coeffi cient sign of this dummy variable is not signifi cant across estimation procedures, and moreover, the sign changes across specifi cations. Therefore, we abstain from conclusions on the direction of change in market liquidity following IFRS introduction for this country group.
Panel B of table 4 presents the robustness test. We augment the model by including the number of restating industry peers. We report fi ndings on information comparability using comparable peers at different levels of aggregation, at the country level and at the sample level. If comparability is a factor, we propose that investor uncertainty, and by extension market liquidity, should be signifi cantly affected by the possible benchmark group of restating peers. Since users of fi nancial information compare accounting restatements across peers, we predict that information asymmetry is lower for larger groups of restating peers. We model a linear relation between restating fi rms and market liquidity but recognize that the relation might be non-linear (i.e., diminishing returns on information acquisition for larger groups of restating peers).
Empirical results are largely consistent with the argument of improved comparability. First, our results on the information effect of NI restatement are robust and still signifi cant. We interpret these results in relation to the information asymmetry problems, which increase for fi rms with large restatements under IFRS of key performance indices (i.e., net income). Second, we fi nd empirical support of the peer effect. The number of restating peers improves users' understanding about the management discretion over IFRS application. The peer effect is statistically signifi cant across specifi cations. Third, the information effect of restated equity is no longer signifi cant across models after the inclusion of the peer group. We propose that the information contained in equity restatements might be more diffi cult to interpret (e.g., fair-value disclosure), and, therefore, the number of peers is critical to extract the information content of those restatements.
At the country level, results are largely equivalent across models (panel A vs. panel B; not tabulated). Other things equal, French and German fi rms are signifi cantly more liquid after IFRS introduction. Empirical results for the UK and Sweden are even more supportive of previously reported effects. We provide the following interpretation. Although UK GAAP is generally considered close to IFRS already, there are a number of signifi cant differences which may infl uence the market response to IFRS introduction. Among those differences are capitalization of development costs (i.e., a choice under SSAP 13), and reclassifi cation of an operating lease as a fi nancial lease, along with more extensive disclosure on the substance of transaction under IAS 17, in comparison to SSAP 21. Additionally, UK accounting, as a common-law regime, is generally considered ARTÍCULOS DOCTRINALES very close to IFRS already and hence it is likely that the transition is a pure translation of accounting numbers with no impact on expected cash fl ows. Beside these expectations, empirical studies confi rm that IFRS reporting contains price sensitive information, which also explains the signifi cant market reaction after the early release of restated accounts from UK accounting to IFRS (Christensen et al., 2009) . Descriptive statistics, along with our regression estimates, additionally suggest that uncertainty on capital markets around the introduction of IFRS by UK fi rms could have been high.
We reconcile our results with previous studies on the economic consequences of the mandated adoption of international standards. We fi nd empirical research on the topic not conclusive for the following reasons and admit that this study also faces the same limitations. First, the retrospective application of IFRS includes mandatory adjustment and exemptions (voluntary adjustments). Empirical fi ndings suggest French fi rms use exemptions to minimize the difference in equity reported under French accounting and IFRS (Cazavan and Jeanjean, 2007) , thus improving their leverage. It could be that information asymmetry increases because of the managerial discretion over the application of optional exemptions. For instance, an exemption that IAS 19 permits direct recognition in equity of all cumulative actuarial gains and losses (instead of the corridor approach) may have a signifi cant effect on reported equity. To reach a conclusion on the marginal effect of a specifi c IFRS adjustment on market liquidity costs, it is necessary to distinguish accounting adjustments that are required from those that are optional. The notes to the fi nancial statements contain details on accounting choices, but, unfortunately, this information is not available in public databases, such as Thomson Datastream. Second, IFRS application could produce no material difference, for instance, in reported equity but this could still affect investor perception of corporate transparency, fi nancial reporting quality and, by extension, affect market liquidity costs. For example, recognition of stock options in the income statement does not affect shareholder's equity, as the decrease in equity reserve is off-set with an increase in capital surplus. Nevertheless, even when accounting differences are off-set within a particular account, they could still affect capital market uncertainty. Valuable information about the quality of corporate governance and managerial compensation policy could be disclosed, for instance, with the stock option information discussed above. To test this assertion with empirical data, disclosures that are not available in any public database, but only in the annual reports of fi rms adopting IFRS, are once again required. Table 5 presents our results across groups based on rankings of and. As before, we rank fi rms based on their restatement differences and assign to the high (low) group those fi rms in the top (bottom) three deciles of the absolute restatement distribution. We estimate the information effect of IFRS restatements across groups and test for the signifi cance in the coeffi cient estimates (t-test).
Robustness tests: Low Delta vs. High Delta fi rms
Empirical results are partially supportive of previous results. As predicted, we fi nd that fi rms with high reconciliation differences in net income have higher liquidity costs. The results are not sensitive to the choice of liquidity measures. Market liquidity of fi rms with lower NI restatements is not affected by the size of reported differences in net income under alternative accounting regimes (with the exception of zero returns). Interestingly, we fi nd that liquidity costs of low fi rms respond positively to equity restatements. Similarly to panel results, we fi nd that bid-ask spreads lower if restatements in net income and equity are marginal. If we sort fi rms based on equity restatements (Panel B), results are supportive of the negative effect of restatement differences on market liquidity costs; however, it is diffi cult to distinguish systematic trends across sorted fi rms. We interpret those results in conjunction with previous test and propose that restatements in net income are a signifi cant factor in the formation of market liquidity costs. Restatements in equity have a marginal, if any, effect on liquidity measures, according to our results. .
CONCLUSIONS
Economic theory proposes that high information asymmetry costs translate into high cost of capital, and by extension, underdeveloped capital markets with suppressed investment activities. The mandatory introduction of IFRS was partially motivated with the disclosure of more comparable fi nancial information and the resolution of investor uncertainty around the quality of fi nancial disclosure. Using fi rst-time disclosure (i.e., IFRS restatements), we test empirically the proposition that IFRS adoption increases market liquidity for a sample of representative European countries. We collect information from accounting reconciliations and draw conclusions on the marginal effect of accounting disclosure under IFRS on capital market development. More specifi cally, we propose that there is a direct relation between market liquidity and accounting disclosure under IFRS, which (improved) comparability can explain. Our fi ndings confi rm that capital markets respond to some extent positively to IFRS adoption. We propose that, at the industry level, liquidity measures would be adversely affected by the magnitude of accounting restatements in net income and shareholder's equity (relative to industry peers) and by the group size of restating peers. Our results support this proposition: we observe that fi rm stocks are more liquid in the presence of a larger number of restating peers and for smaller restatements in net income relative to the industry benchmark. Therefore, we propose that mandated IFRS disclosure improves comparability, which directly affect market liquidity.
This study has a number of limitations. First, we limit the interpretation of empirical fi ndings to the observed short-term market response. It is more than likely that users of fi nancial information are confused with the fi rst-time disclosure but later become familiar and even fi nd it more relevant for investment decisions. Since fi rms are not required to reconcile their results after the introductory year, we cannot empirically estimate possible market adjustments justifi ed with accounting disclosure. Second, we relate accounting restatements to market liquidity under the assumption that the main effect of IFRS adoption is contained in the reported reconciliations. It is possible that IFRS application require adjustments that are off-set within a specifi c account. At the aggregate level, however, we cannot estimate their marginal effect of individual restatements, resumed in restated net income and shareholder's equity, on valuerelevance or information comparability.
The contribution of this study is two-fold. First, we observe the actual effect of mandated IFRS implementation in the form of accounting restatements and directly relate market liquidity to IFRS adoption. We complement other studies which use fi rst-time restatements but focus on value-relevance of accounting restatements (Barth, et al., 2011) or strategic managerial adjustments in the transitory year (Osma and Pope, 2011) . Second, we estimate the effect of accounting comparability after IFRS introduction by measuring the deviation of accounting restatements from the industry average and the number of comparable peers. Thus, we contribute to the literature on the dispersion of accounting practices and the role of information comparability on capital markets.
